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well as the support of white masters keeping their property in check.
Martinez Lopez convincingly argues that Vieira maintained his own position
in the game through a combination of ambivalent anti-slave discourse and
Catholic ministering.
Martinez Lopez presents equally nuanced critiques of dramatic
works by the Spanish writer, Lope de Vega, and his Portuguese contempo
raries, Frei Rodrigo Alvarez Pacheco and Juan Bautista Diamante, to reveal
how theatrical portrayals of noble and heroic Africans dignified black
strength and nobility just as they buttressed the superiority of the Catholic
faith. Martinez Lopez provides numerous examples where "sinful" African
men or women become Catholic saints worthy of reverence because of their
adherence to the domination of the victorious European colonizer. He further
illustrates this ambivalent reference to black or white superiority and/or
inferiority in his examination of typical representations of Saint Benedict in
Brazil. This black saint traditionally holds the Christ child in his arms. His
honor is dependent on his relationship to a powerful white icon that repre
sents both strength and vulnerability, not unlike the stereotypical image of the
black African in slavery.
The graying of binary juxtapositions in the seventeenth- and eight
eenth-century texts examined in Martinez Lopez's Tablero de Ajedrez give a
nuanced portrayal of the cultural and political circumstances that inspired
men to challenge and simultaneously reinforce negative colonialist views of
black slaves. Martinez Lopez's critical and comparative study ot varied texts
is a welcomed addition to the literature on race and slavery in Ibero
American studies. His focus on Spanish and Portuguese sources preceding
the abolitionist discourse of the early-nineteenth century breaks from
traditionally narrow treatments of these topics. It also contributes an Iberian
perspective to current studies on the ambivalence of the colonial situation.
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